
Self-quarantine is recommended for individuals
who have been directly exposed to the new
Coronavirus or have history of travel in infected
or heavily populated areas.

Procedures for
Self-Quarantine
under Covid-19

*All classes open to all ages and genders
*Can choose 2-3 classes with a 1 hour minimum
*Can take online through Zoom, in your home privates,
or in person at nearby dance studio.
*1-3 days a week recommended
*I am socially distancing and will comply however you
need! I've danced in a mask before!
*Group rates and discounted trial lessons available!

Private Lessons

Additional Information

-Class begins with physical non dance warm up 
-Drama games to create camaraderie and trust 
-Class will include coaching through the intention and tactics
of the song
-Basic vocal technique will be incorporated
-We will focus on preparing one song (of the students chosing
at a time)
-Class may also include how to pick and learn a musical
theatre song
-Presentations of their songs will be available if parent choses
to do so. 

-Class focuses on beginner jazz technique 
-Upbeat jazz warm up 
-Across the floor steps introducing jazz terms 
-Short upbeat jazz combination at the end of class that
parent can watch every few weeks if they so choose.
-Hip Hop element can be added upon request!

Basic Jazz (opt. Hip Hop)

Musical Theatre Voice

-Class dedicated to straight acting
(no singing or dancing)
-Focuses on communicating
effectively with words and body
-Use physical drama games for warm
up and to build trust
-Introduce improv exercises
-Coaching through prepared
monologues (if they so choose)  
-Work on short scenes 
-Presentations possible

Acting Class

Musical Theatre  Dance

-Class focuses on integrating
acting into musical theatre style
dancing 
-Basic Jazz Warm Up
-Learn Musical Theatre style
choreography (either original
Broadway choreography or
choreography I have constructed
to mimic Broadway dances)

Beginner Tap
-Class focuses on instilling a basic sense of
rhythm with the hands and feet
-Short Warm Up that includes rhythm
exercises
-Across the floor steps
-Short tap combination 
-Games incorporated when seen fit
-Tap shoes required
-Will have to find a suitable floor

Basic Ballet

-Class focuses on beginner ballet
technique
 -Introduces ballet technical terms)
-Ages 3-6 classes will incorporate
stories and games
-Short balletic combination at the
end of class that parent can watch
ievery few weeks if they chose 
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Contact me at mccownmaggie@gmail.com 
to learn more about my rates and go to

maggiemccown.com for more information!!

Beginner Classes


